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THOUGHTFULLS
Pop-open cards were the fi rst products we ever made, and they’ve been 
one of our most popular products ever since. Elegantly designed, each 
boxed set of ThoughtFulls includes 30 timeless messages to 
capture your heart. 

...you are like no other 
being ever created since 
the beginning of time...

BRENDA UELAND

If you could only sense how 
important you are to the 
lives of those you meet...

FRED ROGERS

The miracle of your 
existence calls for a 

celebration every day.

OPRAH WINFREY

You are not only good 
yourself, but the cause of 

goodness in others.

SOCRATES

…you’re someone special. 
You matter to a lot of people.

RANATA SUZUKI

Thank you for being.

AMERICAN INDIAN GREETING

You are loved. You are 
important. And you matter.

CHRISTIE JOYNER

You are loved just for 
being who you are, 

just for existing.

RAM DASS

Never before, since the 
beginning of time, has 

there ever been anybody 
exactly like you…

DALE CARNEGIE

You have a treasure 
within you that is infinitely 

greater than anything 
the world can offer.

ECKHART TOLLE 

A possibility was born the 
day you were born and it 

will live as long as you live.

MARCUS SOLERO

By being yourself, you 
put something wonderful 

into the world that 
was not there before.

EDWIN ELLIOT

No one is you and 
that is your power.

UNKNOWN

You matter in this life, in this 
world and at this time.

FIONA FRANCES

You are amazing, unique and 
beautiful. There is nothing 
more you need to be... You 
are perfect just as you are.

JYNELL ST. JAMES

Do something good for 
yourself today. You matter.

VIRGINIA MADSEN

You are the only you that 
will ever be. You are 

kind of a big deal.

JEN SINCERO

You are a unique 
beautiful soul.

LOUISE HAY

You are a wonderful creation.

OSCAR WILDE

Thank you for everything 
that you are.

GALA DARLING

…you are one of a kind…
That’s the way nature 

made you.

BARBARA SHER

Do you know what you are?
You are a marvel.

PABLO CASALS

There is a magic about 
you that is all your own.

D. M . DELLINGER

There is only one you. 
And you are important.

CHUCK SWINDOLL

Your gifts matter. 
Your story matters. 
Your dreams matter.

MICHAEL OHER

Here’s the thing you have 
to know: your uniqueness 
is your gift. The dreams 
you have are your gift 

to the world.

SHANNON K AISER

It’s a far brighter world 
because you’re in it.

M .H . CLARK

Your presence is a
present to the world.

DOUGLAS PAGELS

 You matter. You’re 
important… And your 

presence on this earth 
makes a difference...

UNKNOWN

Some people make 
the world more special 

just by being in it.

KELLY ANN ROTHAUS

Share these cards with friends, loved ones, 
coworkers, or anyone who deserves to know 
how much their presence means.

You Matter 




